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AC Allows Pax To Rebook Flights
Near Capacity, Re-Introduces Select
Meal Service: Air Canada has rolled
out several measures aimed at
enhancing customer safety during the
coronavirus pandemic. They include
flexible rebooking options for
Economy Class customers on flights
that are close to capacity, additional
touchless processes at airports, and
enhanced inflight service and
amenities.

Porter Pushes Restart Date to Aug
31: Porter Airlines is modifying its
return-to-service date in light of
ongoing
government
travel
restrictions. The new restart date is
Aug. 31, instead of the previouslyannounced target of July 29.

government is placing more public
health officials at Canada’s busiest
airports
to
screen
incoming
passengers for COVID-19. Quarantine
and clinical screening officers are also
being placed at the Canada-U.S. land
border for the first time since the
start of the pandemic.

A Look At Covid 19 Travel
Restrictions
Across
Canada
(Updated): While travel restrictions
to contain the spread of COVID-19 are
still in place in some provinces and
territories, the past several weeks
have seen a loosening of some
inbound and outbound travel policies
as several regions begin to slowly
reopen.
Additional
Temporary
Service
Reductions At Select Canadian Ports
Of Entry: CBSA is temporarily
reducing service hours at additional
land, air, and marine ports of entry
(POE) in addition to deferring
seasonal opening hours at select
POEs.

As Travel Increases, Canada Boosting
Presence Of Health Officials At
Airports,
U.S.
Border:
The
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LeGrow’s Travel – Return to
Travel Roadmap: LeGrow’s Travel
has compiled a one-stop recourse
for travel managers and travelers,
offering accurate and up-to-date
information on policies pertaining
to all forms of travel. This online
portal will consist of categories
such as:
• General Information (COVID19)
• Government Regulations
• Air Travel Regulations
• Hotel Updates
• Car & Ground Transportation

Resource Tip:

Air Travel Regulations: Keep up-todate with the latest policies on
airlines and the safety protocols in
place for travelers. Please connect
directly with your Maritime Travel
account
managers
for
more
information on how to update air
travel policies and managing airline
credits. Policies and regulations
pertaining to air travel will be
updated on the portal as and when
information is made available.
Please provide us with your feedback
at btm@maritimetravel.ca.

http://businesstravel.legrowstravel.ca/

